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Mr. Schächter
State Secretary Kasparick,
Minister Hirche
Ladies and Gentlemen,

The program has assigned me the role of a visionary. I'm expected to describe how I envisage our
world twenty years from now. I must confess that while preparing for today's event I was
troubled by doubts about whether I was up to playing the part. I have a deep aversion to
"sermons" intended to lift the spirits of "fan clubs" seeking affirmation. I have the same level of
disdain for "end-of-the-world" scenarios, which attempt to generate agreement and backing for a
strategy of salvation by making threats and exploiting fears about future calamities. Allow me,
for that reason, to make a few personal remarks first.

During more than three decades of intensive experience in the formation of environmental,
energy and consumer affairs policies, I have honed my ability to use "passion tempered by a
sense of realism" to overcome major obstacles. Filled with hope, I experienced the sense of a new
era about to dawn as we prepared for the Rio Conference in 1992. I celebrated the adoption of
Agenda 21, along with its timetable for sustainable development, and the agreement on the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change reached in conjunction with that
global conference.

Today, I realize that the general trend towards non-sustainable development has actually
accelerated, not slowed down.

Despite this experience, I can still get worked up. I still get angry about the attitudes and actions
of governments, members of the business community and individuals solely concerned with
securing their own short-term gains. I get aggravated when people senselessly waste resources,
pollute the environment, and are indifferent to suffering caused by poverty and exploitation
around the world. At the same time, I'm glad to see examples of individuals taking responsibility
for the future, standing in solidarity, and showing a readiness to help others as we have just
witnessed with regard to the natural disaster in Southeast Asia.

Maybe that's why I can still venture to play the role of a "visionary."

My vision and objective for two decades from now is a world and a global economy that handles
limited resources more efficiently than at present, that has an increased awareness of how much
nature and the environment can take, and is prosperous – not in spite of a sense of social justice –
but precisely because of it. As a realist, I know that twenty years from now we will probably not
have achieved our ultimate goal: a vision of sustainability that guarantees the future. That's why
my personal transitional goal for the world over the next two decades is to reverse the current
countertrend and make it possible to maneuver the tanker that is the global economy away from a
non-sustainable course, and set sail for a sustainable destination. Yet I no longer fundamentally
believe that we can leave it to the current captains – meaning political and corporate leaders – to
achieve this turnaround. Instead, we need a score of "tugboats" that can help us get the ship on
course.

Who are the players who should be assigned this role in the future? Now that elected political
representatives have failed to live up to expectations, we are pinning our hopes on civil society.
At the same time, industry is expected to orient its globally competitive activities towards the
common good, meaning towards social and environmental priorities.

But can companies practicing environmental responsibility remain profitable while competing
with rival suppliers and businesses both at home and abroad that do not adhere to the same

standards? They can, apparently, but only if consumers are ready to pay additional costs and
higher prices on the market for goods and services – if they refuse to buy goods produced under
degrading and environmentally unfriendly conditions – and if they stop investing in capital
markets and economic activities that are irreconcilable with ethical values.

In view of the increasingly globalized economic structures and resource cycles in the production
of goods and services, personal and community consumer decisions largely determine labor,
production and living conditions throughout the world.

Private consumption is, therefore, no longer private. Due to its environmental, social and
economic impact, private consumers play an enormous role in shaping our future.

So we've identified who is responsible. But can consumers live up to this responsibility? What
conditions must be established so that consumers really can meet the demands placed on them by
their obligation to society as a whole?

I'd like to name three of them:
•

Enhanced consumer education in our schools and educational institutions. Consumer
education entails helping people become independent individuals and educating them in
sustainability, teaching them about values and civics, and giving them the ability to act
competently on the market

•

Increased transparency and availability of information about the properties and social and
environmental qualities of goods and services, and the level of social and ethical commitment
of firms, so consumers can recognize and reward companies that have implemented
sustainability standards

•

Creation of a framework of macroeconomic and political regulations that gives "sustainably
operating" companies an opportunity to communicate to consumers their particular
environmental and social achievements in a reliable and credible way.

Let's assume for a moment that these three conditions will have been met twenty years from now.
Then my vision would look like this:

Our schools produce independent individuals with unique personalities:
•

who do not measure their value as an individual based on whether they drive the right car or
wear the right running shoes

•

who behave according to their understanding of the interplay between consumption, unfair
wages and working conditions in developing countries, maintaining jobs in their own
countries, and protecting social security systems

•

who make purchasing choices that reward the social and environmental involvement of
companies

•

who are aware that "living well" is not the same as "having a lot", and that possessing
material wealth alone is not enough to meet emotional needs such as feeling loved and
protected by one's family or enjoying nature and cultural achievements

•

who are confident consumers, shoppers who are aware of their rights and critically assess
advertising and marketing strategies

•

and who are ultimately aware of their influence as consumers and know that they cannot rely
on the government and politicians alone to protect the environment and achieve social equity

The social environment is shaped by values systems and an appreciation of positive
examples and ideals, for example:
•

Football stars and media personalities act as ambassadors of sustainable consumption

•

Customers abandon a global corporation if it boasts it pays no taxes in Germany

•

Managers who have salaries exceeding what 90 percent of the population holds in assets and
call this peanuts should be forced to resign

•

Executives are paid according to their ability to maintain jobs, not cut them

•

Everyone follows the good example set by German public television network ZDF in its
commitment to sustainability. The media compete to produce the best reports about
sustainability, and there are dramatic declines in the ratings of broadcasters and the
circulation of print media that propagate non-sustainable approaches

Consumers can comprehensively inform themselves about the environmental and social
quality of goods and services and the ethical standards of companies:
•

Modern information technology makes it possible for shoppers, for example, at the point of
purchase, to find out about the social and environmental properties of goods, including the
conditions of their production

•

Germany's consumer report foundation, Stiftung Warentest, regularly publishes test results on
companies' commitments to "Corporate Social Responsibility"

•

Listed companies must be subject to a "sustainability rating." The same applies to products
from other financial investments

The regulatory framework, in particular, the rules of world trade organizations will be
amended:
•

The right of consumers to receive comprehensive information and their freedom of choice are
given the same status as the principle of free trade in WTO statutes

•

Binding information and labeling regulations require proof of the production processes for
goods and services, meaning that social and environmental production standards implemented
by individual states or communities of states are accepted and no longer classified as nontariff trade barriers

•

This results in significantly improved market opportunities for companies committed to
sustainability

Enough of my vision of the reality of daily consumption and corporate culture twenty years from
now. I leave it to you to assess this as naive dreaming or as an achievable objective for a plan of
action. From my point of view, these are small and feasible steps towards meeting the demand for
sustainable models of production and consumption, without ignoring the harsh reality of
international competition that repeatedly forces companies to abandon their social and
environmental commitments.

But the entire scheme will only work if "Education for Sustainable Development" becomes a
successful, broad-based movement. Consumer education plays a key role in this process.

The futurist Robert Jungk demanded at one point that a century of technical invention had to be
followed by a century of social innovation. With human capital fostered by "Education for
Sustainable Development", future-oriented consumer education could make this vision a reality.
Responsible consumers could bring to life this quote from Joseph Beuys:
"The future that we want must be invented.
Otherwise, we'll end up with a future that we don't want."

Thank you.

